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Abstract : This paper describes simulation and
hardware implementation of single-input multipleoutput (SIMO) dc–dc converter. The proposed
converter can boost the low voltage input and give
multiple outputs. As multiple outputs are obtained
in this converter, it can be used to power a
multilevel inverter which needs more than single
source. This paper presents how a single switch
can be used and utilized in a efficient manner with
the properties of voltage clamping and soft
switching, and the corresponding device
specifications are adequately designed. As a result,
the objectives of high-efficiency power conversion,
high step up ratio, and various output voltages
with different levels can be obtained. The Fuzzy
Logic control scheme is used to control the gating
sequence of power switch.
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In other words, the generated power of the FC
stack also should satisfy the power demand for the
BOP. Thus, various voltage levels should be required
in the power converter of an FC generation system.
In general, various SIMO dc–dc converters with
different voltage gains are combined to satisfy the
requirement of various voltage levels, so that its
system control is more complicated and the
corresponding cost is more expensive. [10]
2. Existing System
The SISO (single input and single output) system
proposed a single input. This single-input and singleoutput (SISO) system has a simple single variable
control system with one input and one output. The
controller exhibits output voltage regulation
characteristic that is robust against load variations
and reference voltage changes. [11]

1.Introduction
The main aim of this study is to develop a single
input multiple output converter with increased
conversion efficiency, high step up ratio, saving the
manufacturing cost. In the single input multiple
output system is implemented by using Fuzzy Logic
control.In order to protect the natural environment on
the earth, the development of clean energy without
pollution has the major representative role in the last
decade. By dealing with the issue of global
warming, clean energies, such as fuel cell (FC),
photovoltaic, and wind energy, etc., have been
rapidly promoted. Due to the electric characteristics
of clean energy, the generated power is critically[1]
affected by the climate or has slow transient
responses, and the output voltage is easily influenced
by load variations. For example, an FC-generation
system is one of the most efficient and effective
solutions to the environmental pollution problem.[2]
In addition to the FC stack itself, some other
auxiliary components, such as the balance of plant
(BOP) including an electronic control board, an air
compressor, and a cooling fan, are required for the
normal work of an FC generation system. [4]
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Figure 2.1 Single input single output system

2.2 Modes Of Operation:
Mode 1 (0 < t ≤ ton),
Mode 1 starts, when switch S (MOSFET) switched
on at t = 0 until t = ton. By assuming that the serial
resistance value DC voltage source is relatively low,
there will be an inductor current transient iL(t) larger
than zero and increase linearly at the beginning of
transient. Inductor voltage is VL= Vi.
Mode 2 (ton< t ≤ Ts ),
Mode 2 starts, when switch S (MOSFET) switched
off at t = ton until t = Ts. Inductor voltage, VL in this
period is Vi– Vo. In this case Vi< Vo, it means in
Mode 2, VLis in opposite direction to VL in Mode 1.
2.3 Existing System Disadvantages:
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In general, various single-input single-output dc–dc
converters with different voltage gains are combined
to satisfy the requirement of various voltage levels,
so that its system control is more complicated and
the corresponding cost is more expensive.[11]
3. Proposed System
The proposed converter can boost the
voltage of a low-voltage input power source to a
controllable high-voltage dc bus and middle-voltage
output terminals. The newly designed multi output
converter with a coupled inductor uses only one
power switch with the properties of voltage clamping
and soft switching, and the corresponding device
specifications are adequately designed to boost the
voltage levels. As a result, the objectives of highefficiency power conversion, high step up ratio, and
various output voltages with different levels can be
obtained. The basic requirements of this converter is
small size and high efficiency. High switching
frequency is necessary for achievement of small
size. If the switching frequency is increased then the
switching loss will increase. It decreases the
efficiency of the power supplies. To solve this
problem, some kinds of soft switching techniques
need to be used to operate under high switching
frequency.
The techniques of soft switching and
voltage clamping are adopted
switching and
conduction losses via the utilization of a lowvoltage-rated power switch with a small RDS(on).
The slew rate of the current change in the coupled
inductor can be restricted by the leakage inductor,
the current transition time enables the power switch
to turn ON with the ZCS property easily, and the
effect of the leakage inductor can alleviate the losses
caused
by
the
reverse-recovery
current.
Additionally, the problems of the stray inductance
energy and reverse-recovery currents within diodes
in the conventional boost converter also can be
solved, so that the high-efficiency power conversion
can be achieved. The voltages of middle-voltage
output terminals can be appropriately adjusted by the
design of auxiliary inductors; the output voltage of
the high-voltage dc bus can be stably controlled by a
Fuzzy Logic control.
3.1 Proposed System Advantages:
This topology adopts only one power switch to
achieve the objective of high-efficiency SIMO power
conversion. The voltage gain can be substantially
increased by using a coupled inductor. The copper
loss in the magnetic core can be greatly reduced. The
developing cost is Low and the size is reduced. This
system provides high efficiency comparing with the
existing system.[12]
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Figure 3.1.1 Block diagram of single input
multiple output system.

Proposed Single Input Multiple Output dc dc converter, the DC Source block consists of the dc
input power source and a capacitor. The value of
input is in the range of 12V. Switch Integrated with
Coupled Inductor block consisting of a coupled
inductor, a MOSFET switch and a diode. The
coupled inductor primary has a series connected
leakage inductor and a parallel connected
magnetizing inductor. Output Voltage 1 Circuit
consists of an auxiliary inductor, a diode and a filter
capacitor. The value of output voltage 1 is 28V.
Output Voltage 2 Circuit consists of a capacitor
connected in series with the coupled inductor
secondary and a diode connected in parallel with the
above combination. In addition, the series connected
diode and a filter capacitor is used. The value of
output voltage 2 is 200V. Output Voltage 3 circuit
consists of two MOSFET switches, two diodes and
two capacitors. The value of output voltage 3 is 200V.[12]

Figure 3.1.2 Proposed single input multiple output
system

The system configuration of the proposed SIMO
converter topology to generate three different voltage
levels from a single-input power source. This SIMO
converter contains five parts ,
 An input side circuit (ISC)
 A clamped circuit
 A coupled inductor secondary circuit
 Output voltage 1 circuit
 Output voltage 2circuit
VFc (ifc) and V01(i01) denote the voltages
(currents) of the input power source and the output
load at the input side voltage circuit and the output
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voltage 1 circuit, respectively. VO2 and iO2 are the
output voltage and current in the HVSC. CFC, CO1 ,
and CO2 are the filter capacitors. C1 and C2 are the
clamped and middle-voltage capacitors in the
clamped and middle-voltage circuits. LP and LS
represent individual inductors in the primary and
secondary sides of the coupled inductor, where the
primary side is connected to the input power source.
Laux is the auxiliary circuit inductor. [11]
The main switch is expressed as S1; the equivalent
load in the auxiliary circuit is represented as RO1 ,
and the output load is represented as RO 2 in the
HVSC. The coupled inductor can be modeled as an
ideal transformer including the magnetizing inductor
Lmp and the leakage inductor Lkp. The turn’s ratio
N and coupling coefficient k of this
ideal
transformer are defined in equations 1 & 2 as,
N = N2/N1
k = Lmp / (Lkp + Lmp) = Lmp/LP
N1 and N2 are the winding turns in the primary and
secondary sides of the coupled inductor . Because the
voltage gain is less sensitive to the coupling
coefficient and the clamped capacitor C1is
appropriately selected to completely absorb the
leakage inductor energy, the coupling coefficient set
at unity to obtain Lmp= LP. Some assumptions are
made to simplify the converter analyses:
1) Main switch is assumed to be an ideal switching
element
2) The conduction voltage drops of the switch and
diodes are neglected

windings of the coupled inductor is positive, the
diode D3 turns ON. The secondary current iLs
reverses and charges to the middle voltage capacitor
C2 . When the auxiliary inductor Laux releases its
stored energy completely, and the diode D2 turns
OFF, this mode ends. [13]
Mode 2 (t1 –t2 ) :

Figure 4.2 Mode 2 operation of SIMO

At time t = t1 , the main switch S1 is persistently
turned ON. Because the primary inductor LP is
charged by the input power source, the magnetizing
current iLmp increases gradually in an approximately
linear way. At the same time, the secondary voltage
vLs charges the middle-voltage capacitor C2 through
the diode D3 . Although the voltage vLmp is equal to
the input voltage VFC at modes 1 and 2, the leakage
current of the coupled inductor (diLkp /dt) at these
modes are different due to the path of the auxiliary
circuit. Because the auxiliary inductor Laux releases
its stored energy completely, and the diode D2 turns
OFF at the end of mode 1, it results in the reduction
of diLkp /dt at mode 2.
Mode 3 (t2 –t3 ) :

Figure 3.1.3 control scheme by Fuzzy logic
control

4. Modes of Operation
Mode 1 (t0 –t1 ):

Figure 4.1 Mode1 operation of SIMO

The main switch S1 was turned ON, and the diode
D4 turned OFF. Because the polarity of the
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Figure 4.3 Mode 3 operation of SIMO

At time t = t2 , the main switch S1 is turned OFF.
When the leakage energy still released from the
secondary side of the coupled inductor, the diode D3
persistently conducts and releases the leakage energy
to the middle-voltage capacitor C2 . When the
voltage across the main switch vS 1 is higher than
the voltage across the clamped capacitor VC 1 , then
the diode D1 conducts and to transmit the energy of
the primary-side leakage inductor Lkp into the
clamped capacitor C1 . At the same time, partial
energy of the primary-side leakage inductor Lkp is
transmitted to the auxiliary inductor Laux, and the
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diode D2 conducts. Thus, the current iLaux passes
through the diode D2 to give power for the output
load in the auxiliary circuit. When the secondary side
of the coupled inductor releases its leakage energy
completely, and the diode D3 turns OFF, this mode
ends.
Mode 4 (t3 –t4 ) :

leakage inductor Lkp . Thus, one cannot derive any
currents from the paths of the HVSC, the middlevoltage circuit, the auxiliary circuit, and the clamped
circuit.

Mode 6 (t5 –t6 ) :
Figure 4.6 Mode 6 operation of SIMO
Figure 4.4 Mode 4 operation of SIMO

At time t = t3 , the main switch S1 is turned OFF.
When the leakage energy has released from the
primary side of the coupled inductor, the secondary
current iLS is induced in reverse from the energy of
the magnetizing inductor Lmp through the ideal
transformer, and flows through the diode D4 to the
HVSC. At the same time, partial energy of the
primary side leakage inductor Lkp is still persistently
transmitted to
the auxiliary inductor Laux, and the diode D2 keeps
to conduct. Moreover, the current iL aux passes
through the diode D2 to supply the power for the
output load in the auxiliary circuit.

At time t=t5 , this mode begins when the main switch
S1 is triggered. The auxiliary inductor current iL aux
needs time to decay to zero, the diode D2 persistently
conducts. In this mode, the input power source, the
clamped capacitor C1 , the secondary winding of the
coupled inductor Tr , and the middle-voltage
capacitor C2 still connect in series to release the
energy into the HVSC through the diodeD4 .
5. Simulink Model and Results

Mode 5 (t4 –t5 ) :

Mode 5 (t4
Figure 4.5 Mode 5 operation of SIMO

Fig 5.1 Simulink Model of SIMO converter.

At time t = t4 , the main switch S1 is turned OFF,
and the clamped diode D1 turns OFF because the
primary leakage current iLkp equals to the auxiliary
inductor current iL aux. In this mode, the input
power source, the primary winding of the coupled
inductor Tr , and the auxiliary inductor Laux connect
in series to supply the power for the output load in
the auxiliary circuit through the diode D2 . Since the
clamped diode D1 can be selected as a low-voltage
Schottky diode, it will be cut off promptly without a
reverse-recovery current. Moreover, the rising rate of
the primary current iLkp is limited by primary-side
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Figure 5.2 Input Voltage

Figure 5.5 Output voltage at terminal 1 of the
proposed circuit

Figure 5.3 Gate pulses of switch S1,S2 &S3

Figure 5.6 Output current at terminal 2 of the
proposed circuit

Figure 5.4 Output current at terminal 1 of the
proposed circuit

Figure 5.7 Output voltage at terminal 2 of the
proposed circuit
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This proposed system has presented high efficiency dc - dc converter, and this coupled –
inductor - based converter was applied well to a
single - input power source having two output
terminals of an auxiliary battery module and a high voltage dc bus. The results of SIMO converter is the
maximum efficiency was measured to be exceed
95%, and the average conversion efficiency was
measured over 91%.The proposed SIMO converter is
suitable for the application such as one common
ground, is preferred in most applications. The major
scientific contributions of the SIMO converter are
recited as follows:

Figure 5.8 Output current at terminal 3 of the
proposed circuit










Figure 5.9 Output voltage at terminal 3 of the
proposed circuit

6. Hardware Implementation

This topology has only one power switch to
achieve the objective of SIMO power
conversion.
The voltage gain is substantially increased by
using a coupled inductor
The stray energy is recycled by a clamped
capacitor into the auxiliary battery module or
high - voltage dc bus to ensure the property of
voltage clamping.
An auxiliary inductor is providing the charge
power to the auxiliary battery module and
assisting the turned ON under the conditions of
ZCS.
The switch voltage stress is not on the input
voltage so that it is more suitable for a dc
conversion mechanism with different input
voltage levels.
The copper loss in the magnetic core can be
greatly reduced, due to copper film with lower
turns.
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